[Metabolic syndrome is a risk factor for cognitive impairment among older participants of the groups of health.]
The aim of this study is to evaluate the influence of the metabolic syndrome components (MetS) on cognitive impairment (CI) in groups of health by the logistic regression with the construction of multivariate probabilistic models. This study was based on the continuous series of groups of health at the Novosibirsk Gerontological center and involved 305 aged participants. This group consisted from 31 men (10,2%) and 274 women (89,8%); the average age of men was 71,42±7,21, in women 67,45±7,62. The diagnosis of MetS was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of IDF and AHA/NHLBI consensus. The diagnosis of CI was performed using the «Mini-Cog» test. The statistical analysis was carried out using the «R for Windows» freeware package. Multivariate analysis using logistic regression was performed to evaluate the effects of various factors. During adjustment for confounding factors at groups of health, the statistically significant associations between the MetS components and CI in the elderly were detected. The following predictors were statistically significant in the logistic regression model: serum glucose concentration (p=0,01), waist circumference (p=0,026), hip circumference (p<0,0001), and age (p<0,0001). The relationship between the MetS components and CI confirms importance of the «cerebrovascular continuum» hypothesis in the cognitive disorders onset, as well as the close associations between the somatic and the mental compo-nents at the aged people. Among the elderly, it is necessary to promote healthy life-styles and more active participation in groups of health.